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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with a mixture of H, and H, in the following way: We have two 
inputs and one output. One input signal is a white-noise stochastic process, and 
represents errors e.g. resulting from measurement noise. The other input has a more 
deterministic character. If one has a reference signal (e.g. a step) as input, one cannot 
model this as white noise, but it fits nicely into this new class of inputs. The objective 
is to minimize the effect of these signals on the output of the system. We define a cost 
function which enables us to combine these two exogenous inputs, even though they 
are structurally different. The analysis of this function leads to a standard H, Riccati 
equation. We motivate this cost function by looking at two theoretical applications: the 
derivation of robust performance bounds and a tracking problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the seventies the progress made in H, and H, theory has been 
enormous. H, theory deals with an exogenous, white-noise disturbance signal 
entering the system. It gives a measure of the influence that this signal has on 
the output. On the other hand, H, theory deals with square-integrable 
unknown disturbance signals, and discusses the worst-case influence of such 
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signals on the output. The H, norm can be used to derive an indication for 
the sensitivity of the system due to perturbations of the model. It is a good 
measure for the robustness problem, where we want to guarantee stability for 
all systems in some neighborhood of the model. The model uncertainty in this 
setup is incorporated via some disturbance system in the model, which is 
bounded in an H, sense. The H, norm is better suited to treat errors 
resulting from e.g. measurement noise. The H, and H, control problems, 
which minimize these norms, are already solved (see e.g. [3, 5, 1.2, IS]). 
The growing interest in so-called mixed Hz/H, is a logical consequence, 
and it has already been investigated extensively [l, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 161. In 
general we are interested in the H, norm from one input to one output and, 
simultaneously, the H, norm from another input to another output. We can 
try to minimize the nominal H, norm (the influence of exogenous signals on 
the output), while keeping the H, norm small (we still want stability if the 
plant is not equal to our model, but close to it). This is done for example in 
[l, 61, where the authors minimize some upper bound (called the auxiliary 
cost) for the H, norm under an H, constraint. From a practical point of view 
it seems more appropriate to consider some kind of worst-case H, norm, 
such that for all systems close to the model the H, norm has a guaranteed 
upper bound. 
In this paper we want to combine the H, and H, norms in one cost 
function. The objective is to study a system with two inputs and one output. 
One input is a white-noise input, as in H,, resulting from disturbances d 
which have a clear random character (e.g. measurement noise). The other 
input w, resulting e.g. from command signals or from modeling uncertainty, 
has a more deterministic character. However, we do not want to require that 
the signal be completely deterministic, since that is not realistic in cases 
where the disturbance w arises in a feedback structure, as is for instance the 
case if we describe model uncertainty. We feel that the most natural 
condition is to require that the stochastic component in w be a causal 
function of the other exogenous signal d which describes the stochastic 
disturbances. 
It is not clear what measure we should take on the output space. The H, 
norm is normally defined via L, signals and hence is defined as a measure on 
the transient behavior. On the other hand, the H, norm is defined via the 
steady-state behavior. However, there is a natural way of defining the H, 
norm via “power signals, ” and this shows that the H, norm can alternatively 
be defined as a measure on the steady-state behavior. Because of the above 
reasoning, we decided to define our cost function as a measure for the 
steady-state behavior. In [16] power signals are used in a deterministic 
framework, in which it is difficult to interpret the H, norm. Working with 
stochastic signals, this can be done in a natural way. Our cost function 
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expresses the worst-case effect of the inputs on the steady-state behavior of 
the output. 
In Section 2 this will be formulated more explicitly. In Section 3 the,cost 
function is evaluated for the finite-horizon case, which avoids a number of 
technicalities. In Section 4 this will be extended to the infinite-horizon case, 
which leads to an expression in terms of a standard H, Riccati equation. In 
Section 5 our cost function is minimized with state feedback using well-known 
H, techniques. In Section 6 an interpretation of the cost function is given, 
and the conclusions are stated in Section 7. Since some of the proofs are 
rather lengthy and technical, they are given in two appendices. 
The notation used is fairly standard. By L,[O, T] we define the class of 
square-integrable functions on [O, T]. For X, y E L,[O, T], we define ( X, y)r 
:= lzr’(t)y(t) dt and ]]~]]i,r := (x, x)r. By zw,p we denote the output z 
for initial condition x(O) = 0 and inputs w and v, where v is a Brownian 
motion with Z?v(t) = 0 and Zv(t)v’(s) = PZ min(t, s>. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
To get a somehow natural mixture of the H, norm and the H, norm, it is 
important to decide which definitions of these norms to use, how to combine 
them in some mixed cost function, which class of signals to take, and so on. In 
this paper we consider the case of two inputs and one output, as is shown in 
the following picture: 
The objective we have for this paper was already pursued in [16]. In 1161 the 
authors give a cost function which combines the H, and H, norms. How- 
ever, some of the details of their work are not very satisfactory. First of all, 
they deal with a signal which, as they admit, does not exist: one of their inputs 
d is a deterministic function which behaves like white noise. Moreover, the 
other exogenous input w must be a function of d via an arbitrary linear, 
finite-dimensional, and time-invariant system. It is unclear why this function 
should be linear, finite-dimensional, or time-invariant. Instead we work with 
an arbitrary causal dependence. Finally, they define a class of bounded power 
signals on which they impose additional and, in our view, unnatural require- 
ments. The main objective of this paper is to show that if we pursue this 
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question using stochastic control, these problems do not arise. We will pursue 
a cost function which is (in our clearly subjective view) intuitive, and also fits 
into a solid mathematical framework. 
At first it seems natural to assume that C is a linear, time-invariant, 
finite-dimensional system which has the following structure: 
c i(t) = Ax(t) + Gw(t) + Ed(t), x(O) = 0, 
with A stable. Here d is a white-noise process, but this is not well defined in 
continuous time. However, to model the intuitive features of white noise 
there is an elegant framework of stochastic differential equations (see e.g. [2, 
81). Basically we change d(t) dt into duct), where intuitively v is integrated 
white noise but it can be given a formal definition as Brownian motion. In 
this way we can get a solid mathematical framework by writing Z in terms of 
a stochastic differential equation: 
c dx(t) = Ax(t) dt + Gw(t) dt + Edu(t), x(O) = 0, 
(1) 
Here we assume u to be a Brownian motion with 80(t) = 0 and 8w(t>v’(s> 
= PZ min(t, s). Obviously the direct feedthrough matrix from v to .z has to 
be zero, since otherwise the H, norm from u to z is infinite. For simplicity 
we assume the direct feedthrough matrix from w to z also to be zero. 
For the infinite-horizon case we have, as mentioned in the introduction, 
the problem that the standard definition of the H, norm investigates the 
transient behavior while the standard definition of the H, norm investigates 
the steady-state behavior. This makes it difficult to combine the two. Hence 
we first investigate the finite-horizon case, where this problem does not arise. 
As in H,, we investigate worst-case behavior. Because we allow the 
disturbance to depend on the current state, we see that in general w will be a 
stochastic process, albeit not necessarily Gaussian or with zero expectation. In 
Section 6, as we investigate some applications, we will see why it is natural to 
allow w to be stochastic. 
We define fir as the set of all stochastic processes w(t) on [O, T] which 
are <-measurable, and for which 
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is well defined and bounded. Here < is the u-algebra generated by 
{u(s), 0 < s < t}. For a definition of q-algebras and measurability we refer to 
[I5]; for the p resent paper it mostly suffices to note that w(t) being 
e-measurable says nothing more than that the only stochastics contained in 
w‘(t) is a dependence on past values of u. This is realistic for several 
applications, for example for the problem of robust performance, where u; is 
generated via a causal output feedback. 
It is possible to define a finite-horizon cost function in terms of an 
“induced norm”: 
Y(C,T) := sup 
~llz,,pll~,7 
1L’, p tmLlli,T + PT ’ 
(2) 
where w E fir and p 2 0. The term /3T is a little surprising. As we already 
stated, we have one input d which is white noise with 8’d(t)d’(t) = /?I for 
all t. Hence Zlldll& = PT, and we get a cost function 
Y( 2, T) := sup 
Zllz ,,+!llL m,&,T 
m,p ~(llwll;,, + lldll;,T) = :; Uwlli,~ + PT’ 
In discrete time this would be the formal definition. It is closely related to an 
induced operator norm of 2 on [O, T 1 except that, but for the magnitude, the 
distribution of the random signal d is fixed. However, as mentioned before, 
in continuous time white noise is not well defined. This forces us to work 
with v instead of d. But the above reasoning motivates the definition of 
Ac,T). We will derive a test of whether 32, T) is smaller than a given 
bound, in terms of a Riccati differential equation. 
We would like to extend this definition to the infinite-horizon case. The 
definition of the H, norm (from D to z) is in terms of the steady-state 
variance of the output, which can be written in an equivalent form: 
if the first limit exists. It seems appropriate to define AC) in terms of this 
behavior of the signals. However, we would like to work with input and 
output spaces that are linear vector spaces. The class of stochastic processes 
for which the first (or second) limit in (3) exists is easily seen not to be linear. 
Furthermore we could not show that for w in this class and p > 0 the output 
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z is in this class. For these reasons it is better to extend the input space to all 
functions in CR, which is defined as the set 
fi := {w I II&l < 00 and w is S";t-measurable} , 
where 
llwlli := lim sup9~llwll~r. 
T+m 
It is easily checked that Q is a linear space. On the other hand note that Il.llo 
is not a norm, since it equals zero for all signals in L, (it is however a 
seminorm). With this class we are able to extend AZ, T) to the infinite- 
horizon case: 
Y(C) := sup 
IIzw,plli 
w,p lldl2n + P’ 
where w E R and p > 0. It will be shown that this cost function is well 
defined and finite for stable systems. In Lemma B.l we show that AX) 
(4) 
equals the square of the H, norm for /3 = 0. It is easily seen that AX) 
equals the square of the H, norm for w = 0, which indicates the natural 
mixture of these norms. We will derive a test for whether AC) is smaller 
than a given bound. This test will be in terms of an algebraic Riccati equation. 
In Section 6 we will show that 32) has nice interpretations, e.g. for robust 
performance and for tracking problems. 
3. THE FINITE HORIZON CASE 
First note that for the finite horizon problem, we do not have to deal with 
stability properties. So we can drop the assumption that A is stable. For 
T > 0 we define the cost function AC, T) by (2) where the supremum is 
taken over all w such that 811 w i, r is well defined and finite, p > 0, and 11
(w,P) + (0,o). If we only consider deterministic signals w (so w does not 
depend on o), it is easy to compute 32, T): 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let y,(T) be the finite-horizon H, norm from w to z, and 
y2(T) the finite-horizon H, norm from v to z: 
Y,(T) := 
IlQh 
SUP and y2(T) := d-. 
u?ELz[O,T] IlWllZ,T 
If we assume in the definition (2) that w is a deterministic function and hence 
independent of v, then AZ., T) = max{yf(T), -y:(T)}. 
Proof. Note that w is deterministic and hence it is not difficult to see 
that 
Therefore, we get 
8llz,,$J 112,,$,1. + ~ll%,PllL 
Ilwll~,~ + PT IIt& + PT 
y:(T)Mi,r + Y;(T)PT 
=s 
Ilwll~.~ + PT 
G m={-y?(T), Y;(T)}- 
If y2(T) > y,(T), th en this upper bound is attained by w = 0. This is seen 
by noting that 
On the other hand, if y,(T) > y2(T), then 32, T) = y:(T), which is 
attained by p = 0. n 
Now consider the general case, where w is allowed to depend on v, 
which implies that w is stochastic. It is easy to find a lower and upper bound 
for AC, T): 
LEMMA 3.2. Let y,(T) and y2(T) be as defined in Lemma 3.1. For 
AZ., T) defined by (21, we have the following bounds: 
max{yf’(T), y:(T)} <y(Z,T) G 2m={Y?(T), Yi(T)). 
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Proof. By taking w = 0 we see that Ax., T) 2 r:(T), and for /3 = 0 
we get AC, T) > r;(T). This p roves the first inequality. The second one 
follows by writing 
=G 2(y:(T)8llwll;,T + d(T)PT) 
< zmax{r:(T), Y;(T)} (mdl~,T + PT). n 
To evaluate this cost function, we relate it to another problem. Just as in H, 
theory, it is useful to work with a quadratic cost criterion. For LY > 0 we 
define 
J(T, a) := sup8(1l2,,& - dIWIIi,T - cm). 
w, P 
(5) 
Obviously K&T) < (Y if and only if J(T, (Y) < 0. We have seen that 
ca(C, T) 2 y:(T). We k now (see e.g. [7]) that for (Y > y:(T) the Riccati 
differential equation 
P(t) = A’P(t) + P(t)A + CY+P(~)GG’P(~) + C’C, P(0) = 0 
has a solution P, with P,(t) > 0 for t > 0. We can prove the following (the 
proof is given in Appendix A): 
THEOREM 3.3. Let a > y;(T), where y,(T) is the finite-horizon H, 
norm from w to z. Then J(T, a> < m if and only if /,F Trace E’P,(t)Edt < 
QT. Moreover, in that case, J(T, (Y) = 0, which is attained by w*(t) = 
a-lG’P,(T - t)x(t> and p* = 0. 
Since P, is associated to the cost of the optimization in (5) for /3 = 0 and 
nonzero initial conditions, it is not very hard to show that I’, decreases 
as (Y increases. Clearly aT increases with cr, and hence it is easy to com- 
pute fix). If 1,’ Trace E’P,E dt < (YT, then AC, T) < (Y, and if 
/l Trace E’P, E dt > a T, then AX:, T) > (Y. Therefore is possible to give 
an explicit formula for our cost function: 
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COROLLARY 3.4. We have 
Y(C,T) = inf TTraceE’P,Edt < cxT 
a> y?(T) 
Then a binary search will lead to 32, T). 
4. THE INFINITE HORIZON CASE 
In the infinite-horizon case the cost function will in general be un- 
bounded if A is unstable. Hence a standing assumption in this section will be 
that A is stable. The results found in the previous section can be extended to 
the infinite-horizon case, although the mathematical details become more 
complicated. Consider the cost function fix), defined by (4), where the 
supremum is taken over all w E fi and P > 0 where llwllo and P are not 
both equal to zero. We defined the class fi at the end of Section 2. Notice 
that ll.lln is a seminorm, not a norm. As in the finite-horizon case, it is 
possible to give a lower and upper bound for 3x1: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let y1 be the H, norm from w to z, and yz be the H, 
norm from v to z: 
Il.% 0112 
/ and y2 := is. 
y1 := ,“g, llwllz 
Then we have max{yf, y,“> <AC) < 2mdy?, Y,“}. 
Proof. That AC) 2 yt f 11 o ows immediately by taking w = 0. Lemma 
B.l shows that AC) equals 7: for P = 0, which proves the first inequality. 
The second one follows by writing 
lim supP~ll”~,Pll~,r = lim sup~+ll~,;, + %,pllkT 
T-m T--rW 
1 1 
< 21im supB$Iz~,OII~,r + 21im suP~~ll%,p~I~.r 
T+m T-m 
< 2y,2lim sup~$llwll~~r + 2yip, 
T+lo 
where in the last step we have used that AC) equals 7: for P = 0. 
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In the same way as in Lemma 3.1, it is easily seen that ca7Z) = 
max{-yf, r,“} if we only consider deterministic functions u: which are hence 
independent of 21. The evaluation of AZ?.,) goes in an analogous way to the 
finite-horizon case. For (Y > 0 we define 
1 
K( CX) := sup lim sup8$2~,pIl~,r - olim sup~~lblli,~ - a/3. 
w,P T+m T-m 
Obviously AC) < (Y if and only if KC a> < 0. Since K(a) involves lim sup 
twice, this is not so attractive for computations. We would rather relate it to 
J(a) := sup limsupWf(ll~w,~llZ,?- - allwlli,~) - a@. 
w.P T-m 
(6) 
It is easily seen that K(o) < J(a). T o s h ow that they are equal, we will first 
evaluate J(a). We know that AC) > r:, and (see [I4]) that for (Y > 7; the 
Riccati equation 
A’P + PA + a-‘PGG’P + C’C = 0 (7) 
has a solution P, > 0 such that 
A + a+GG'P, (8) 
is stable. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let LY > y f, where y1 is the H, norm from w to z. Then 
J((Y) < 00 ifund only if T race E’P, E Q CY. In that case ](a> = 0, which is 
(not uniquely) attained by w* = CI- ‘G’Pa x and /3 * = 0. 
REMARK 4.3. It is also possible to derive this result for (Y > r:, but this 
includes a number of technicalities (for (Y = 7: the positive semidefinite 
solution of the Riccati equation will only be semistabilizing). Moreover, 
notice that the above result is sufficient to calculate the smallest CY for which 
J(a) -=c m. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is given in Appendix B. Using the optimal w* 
and p* from this theorem, we find the following lemma (see Lemma B.4): 
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LEMMA 4.4. For a > y: there hol&](a) = K(a). 
This lemma shows the relation between J( (Y) and K(a). In combination 
with the previous theorem we find the following result: 
LEMMA 4.5. We have 2(C) = inf, > +{ a ITrace E’P, E < a). 
Proof. For CY > r; we see (combining Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.2) 
3(x) < (Y = K(o) < 0 = J(a) < 0 = Trace E’P,E =g a. 
Note that this cost function equals 7 1” if E = 0, and 7% if G = 0, exactly 
what is expected. The quantity Trace E’P, E is the so-called auxiliary cost, 
which was introduced in [l]. In that paper the auxiliary cost is used as an 
upper bound for the nominal H, norm, which is minimized under an H, 
constraint. Note that if we had constrained /3 = 1 in our original problem 
formulation, then we would have obtained in (6) precisely the auxiliary cost. 
Clearly, the close connections between the auxiliary cost and the cost 
function defined in this paper show that neither one is really better than the 
other. The novelty of this paper is to present a stochastic interpretation of the 
cost. Whether it is useful to optimize over P or to keep it fixed is problem 
dependent, but in most problems it will not make an essential difference. 
Since Pa increases if CY decreases, it only requires a binary search to 
compute AX.). 
5. MINIMIZATION BY STATE FEEDBACK 
In the previous section we analyzed a cost function AC), and we showed 
that it can be related to a standard H, Riccati equation. Using well-known 
techniques from H, optimization (see e.g. [12]), the minimization of ca(X) 
using state feedback is relatively easy. First consider the open-loop system 
~: A(t) = Ax(t) dt + h(t) dt + Cm(t) dt + Edv(t), 
i 
x(O) = 0, 
z(t) = Cx(t) + al(t) 
We make the following assumptions: 
ASSUMPTION 5.1. 
(i> The pair (A, B) is stabilizable. 
(ii> The pair (C, A) is detectable. 
(iii) D’[C D] = [0 I]. 
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These assumptions are standard for H, theory. Note that the third assump- 
tion can be achieved via a preliminary state feedback and a basis transforma- 
tion if D is injective. For an arbitrary (possibly dynamic) compensator 
u = Fx we denote by C X F the closed-loop interconnection. We call a 
compensator stabilizing if the interconnection is stable. From Lemma 4.1 we 
know that we can never achieve AC X F) < y:, *, where yr, * is the 
infimum over all y > 0 for which there exists a stabilizing compensator such 
that the closed-loop H, norm from w to z is less than 7. We know the 
following ([ 121): 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let y > 0. There exists an internally stabilizing feed- 
back u = Fx such that the H, norm from w to .z is less than y if and only if 
there exists a positive semidefinite solution Q of 
A’Q + QA + Y-~QGG’Q - QBB’Q + C’C = 0 
such that A + y-‘GG’Q - BB’Q is stable. 
This enables us to solve the problem of minimizing 3x1 using state 
feedback: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let CY > yl”, *. Let Qa be the positive semidefmite solu- 
tion of 
A’Q + QA + &QGG’Q - QBB’Q + C’C = 0 
such that A + cw_lGG’Q, - BB’Q, is stable. There exists an internally 
stabilizing feedback of the f or-m u = Fx such that -%Z X F) < CY if and only 
if Trace E’Q, E Q (Y. In that case the static compensator u = - B’Qa x is 
internally stabilizing and assures ~$2 X F) < (Y. 
Proof. We denote by R(C x F, (Y) the cost function J(cY) as defined in 
(6) for the system C x F. For any stabilizing feedback u = Fx we can derive 
using assumption (iii) 
R(C X F, (Y) 
= sup limsupZ+(llCr + ~ll~,r - ollwll~,r) - aP 
w, B T-m 
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= sup lim sup&?+ /r ICx(t)12 + lu(t)I’ 
i [ 
- &J(# 
W>P T+m 0 
+ $r’(t)Q.,r(t) dt 
1 
-W)Q,x(T) - aP 
= sup limsup8$(]T[ICX(t)~” + lu(t)l’ - alw(t)l” 
w.6 T-m 0 
+2x’(t)Q,Ax(t) + 2x’(t)QJIu(t) 
+2d(t)Q,Gw(t)] dt - x.(r)Q&)) 
+ @(Trace E’Q,E - a) 
= sup limsupZ’~(~T[ls(t) + B’Q,x(t)l” - alw(t) 
fJJ,P T+m 
-ff p’G’Qax(t)12] dt 
-x’(T)Q,x(T) + P(TraceE’Q,E - a). 
Here we have used that /Tx’(t)Qa E do(t) = 0 since v is a Brownian motion 
process and since r(t) is c-measurable. Notice that the third equality is a 
result from Ito’s lemma. 
Suppose that F is such that fix X F) < a. We see from Lemma 4.4 
that we can relate this to R(IZ x F, cy> in case IIC X Fllz < a, which we do 
not know a priori. But for all E > 0 obviously AC) < CY + E and IIC X FllZ 
< a + E. Then we can use Lemma 4.4 and find that R(C X F, a + E) < 0 
for all E > 0. For any fixd stabilizing compensator u = Fx the supremum in 
R(Z X F, a + E) is bounded if and only if Trace E’Q,,, E < a + E. Since 
this inequality should hold for all E > 0, it follows that Trace E’Qa E < a. 
On the other hand, if Trace E’QoI E < a, then we find 
R( Z x F, a) = lim sup8; 
T-a. 
(l%(t) + B’Q,x(t)l’dt - d(T)Qg(T)), 
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which is (not uniquely) attained by w* = oplG’Qa x and p* = 0. By taking 
u* = -B’ Qa x, it is easy to check (u* and w* result in the stable closed-loop 
matrix A + ClGG’Q, - BB’Q,) that 
and hence R(C X F, a) = 0. We also know (see [12]) that this U* makes 
112 X Flli strictly less than (Y. So we can use Lemma 4.4 and find 3(x X F) 
< (Y. This completes the proof. n 
We see that the minimization of Y(Z) using state feedback is not so 
difficult to solve. The minimization using dynamic feedback will be much 
harder, as in H, theory. This is the subject of future research. 
6. NORM INTERPRETATION 
In this section we will give some intuition why one might be interested in 
the cost function AC) introduced in this paper. One application is related to 
robust performance, while the other is basically the tracking problem. 
6.1. Tracking Problem 
In this subsection we show how a standard tracking problem leads 
naturally to the performance measure ,a(Z) as introduced in this paper. 
Consider the following setup: 
Y ,_t 
+ d 
Here r is an a priori unknown reference signal. The objective is to make the 
output z resemble this reference signal, i.e. to minimize the tracking error e. 
We can affect this tracking signal by designing a suitable compensator C. 
However, our sensors measuring the output z of the system will always 
induce some measurement noise. 
Clearly, it is natural to assume that the measurement noise is a white-noise 
stochastic process (in case of colored noise we can easily incorporate this via a 
shaping filter). However, the reference signal r can be modelled much better 
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as an unknown signal in the set a. After all, the set 0 contains standard 
reference signals like steps, sinusoidal functions, and bounded piecewise 
constant functions. Information with respect to the frequency contents of the 
reference signal can again be incorporated via a suitable weighting. 
We would like to minimize the steady-state tracking error. We know that 
if the inputs are in the above classes, then the resulting output will be in 1R 
and Il.lln is indeed a measure for the steady-state tracking error. 
One might argue that the measurement noise and the reference signal are 
independent. However, there is a natural reason why some dependency can 
occur. If the reference signal is produced by say the pilot in an airplane, then 
clearly his command signal will depend on the position of the plane. How- 
ever, the position of the plane is influenced by the white-noise disturbances, 
and hence there is a feedback loop which results in a command signal which 
has a stochastic component. 
After the above reasoning it should be clear why the measure ~(2) is a 
natural measure: it expresses the size of the tracking error relative to the size 
of the reference signal and the measurement noise. 
Concluding, it is our feeling that the effect of measurement noise should 
be measured in an H, sense, while the effect of reference signals on the 
tracking error is better measured in an H, sense with suitable weighting. The 
measure introduced in this paper combines these two. 
6.2. Robust Performance 
The ideas in this section were already obtained in [16], although in a 
deterministic framework. We add this section because it clarifies the possible 
use of the cost criterion defined in this paper. 
We have defined a cost function AC) which is a natural mixture of the 
H, and H, norm of a system with two inputs and one output. We have seen 
a very attractive equivalent expression for s(C), which is given in terms of a 
Riccati equation. In this section we want to give some results which can be 
derived using this cost function. 
We consider the problem of robust performance. Assume that ZL = AZ 
for some A, as is shown in the following picture: 
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The system described by this interconnection will be denoted by C,. The 
disturbance system A contains modeling errors, nonlinearities, time delays, 
and so on. We assume A to be causal, and bounded (say by 1) in the sense of 
a-induced seminorms (which, for most systems, is the same as being bounded 
by 1 in the L,-induced norm). Moreover, we require A to yield a well-posed 
interconnection, i.e., given v, the disturbance system A, and the model C 
with zero initial conditions, the signals w and z must be unique and 
well-defined stochastic processes. This unknown structure of A requires an 
investigation of the definition of the H, norm. The stochastic definition of 
the H, norm can be extended to nonlinear, time-varying systems; we define 
the H, norm for a (possibly) nonlinear, time-varying system C, as 
where z, is the output of X,, with a Brownian motion v, as input such that 
8v,(t>vA(s) = Z min(t, s). We take lim sup instead of lim because we can 
only guarantee that z, is bounded in this sense, and not that the limit exists 
(especially for time-varying perturbations). From AC) we can derive an 
upper bound for the worst-case H, norm: 
LEMMA 6.1. 
Proof. 
Zf&iI < ff < 1, then supIIAII,~JCall~ < a/l - (Y. 
Notice that ll~All~ = IIzAz,,Il~(~ = 1). Say w = AZ with llAl19 
< 1. Then 
ll~,,,,llfl lI~,,,,ll~ 
IIz~~,~II~ + 1 ’ IlA~~J~ + 1 = 
ll~,,Ji 
llwll2n + 1 
Q a. 
Since (Y < 1, the result follows immediately. n 
It is not difficult to check that this bound is not tight. For example, if 
G = 0 the disturbed system will always have the 
[notice that AC) = r,“]. And if E = 0 it should 
It is possible to give a better bound: 
LEMMA 6.2. Zf y: < 1, then 
same H, norm, namely yz 
be zero [here ca(C) = y,“l. 
sup lIZAIl: < inf 
Trace E’P, E 
IlAll,< 1 l>a>y,2 1-a ’ 
where P, for a! > yt is equal to the unique solution P > 0 satisfying (7) 
such that (8) is stable. 
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Proof. This bound can be derived by a careful reexamination of the 
sequence of equalities used in the proof of Theorem B.3. For 1 > a > 7: 
(take p = 1) we find 
sup lims~p~~[Ilz,,,lli,~ - ~ll~lli,~] - ff 
w T-m 
= sup limsupBf[ --Jlw - a~‘G’P,xll~,T - x’(T)P,x(T)] 
w T-m 
+ Trace E’P, E - a, 
which equals Trace E’P, E - a. This supremum is (not uniquely) attained by 
m* zz cy -lG’Pa x. Hence 
sup limsup~~(llz,,;;,ll~,r - alltoll&) = Trace E’P,E. 
IL’ T+= 
SO for w = AZ with llAllm < 1 we get 
1 1 
(I - ~)lim~up~~lI=~I,IIl~,?- G limsup8T(llz*l,IIl~,T - aIIAzAz,,ll~,~) 
T-m T-m 
= limsup~~(ll~w,,Il~,~ - allwll~,T) 
T-*= 
Q Trace E’P,E. 
From this the result follows immediately. W 
Note that Pa decreases as cx increases (a < 11, while l/(1 - a> in- 
creases. This makes this bound not so easy to compute. This bound seems to 
be a tight one; for example, if E = 0 or G = 0, it gives exactly the results 
given above (notice that y1 = 0 if G = 0, and in that case P, = L, where L 
is the observability Gramian). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we investigate a mixed cost function which combines the H, 
and the H, norm in a stochastic framework. We consider the case of two 
inputs and one output. First we choose a suitable class of functions for the 
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input space, from which we can define the H, norm and the H, norm in 
terms of the same kind of measure on the output. The cost function 32) is 
then defined in a natural way as an induced seminorm. This paper mainly 
deals with the analysis of this mixed cost function. Our objective has been to 
show how the H, and H, norm can be combined in a logical and elegant 
way. We find a very attractive expression for 32) in terms of a standard H, 
Riccati equation, which is known in the literature as the auxiliary cost. 
In Section 5 we showed that, using this expression, the minimization of 
the cost function for the state feedback case is relatively easy. We also gave 
some connections with problems like robust performance and tracking prob- 
lems, for which we can easily derive results using AC). 
For the combination of H, and H, in one mixed cost function there are 
many open problems which appear to be tractable. We can look at the dual 
version of the problem stated here, i.e. the case where we have one input and 
two outputs. Then we can try to consider the general case of two inputs and 
two outputs. This last setup is especially useful for the problem of robust 
performance, but is hard to handle. Furthermore it is of interest to investi- 
gate the use of mixed cost functions for certain applications in more detail. 
APPENDIX A. PROOFS FOR THE FINITE-HORIZON CASE 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 will only be given for (Y = 1. The general result 
can be obtained via scaling. 
THEOREM A. 1. Let y:(T) > 1, where y,(T) is the finite-horizon H, 
normfrom w to .z. Then J(T, 1) < m if and only if 10’ Trace E’P(t)E dt < T. 
In that caseJ(T, 1) = 0 and the supremum is attained by w*(t) = G’P(T - 
t>x(t) and /3* = 0. Here P(t) is defined by 
rj(t) = A’P(t) + P(t)A + P(t)GG’P(t) + C’C, P(0) = 0. 
Proof. 
J(T, 1) = sup8 Ilz,,& - Ih&,r - PT 
W?P 
+ - t)x(t) dt 
1 1 
= p;” oT[x’(t)C’Cr(t) - w’(t)w(t)] dt - /3T 
, (1 
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+/12r'(t)P(T - t)Edv(t) - /TX’(t)+(T - t)x(t) dt 
0 0 
+ ,‘p Trace E’P(t)Edt + jT2z’(t)P(T - t)[ Ar(t) + Gw(t)] dt 
I 0 
= supBj72r’(t)P(T - t)Gw(t) - w’(t)w(t) 
w,P 0 
-r’(t)P(T - t)GG’P(T - t)x(t)] dt 
jrTrace E’P( t) E dt - T 
0 
Here we have used Ito’s differential rule and the fact that kFjlf(t) do(t) = 0 
for any f(t) that is c-measurable. Hence we get 
J(T,l) = ;;p[krTraceE’P(t)Edt - T) 
- Zb(t) - G’P(T - t)r(t)ll;,T, 
which is finite if and only if joT Trace E’P(t)E dt Q T, and in that case 
J(T, 1) = 0 and th e supremum is attained by w*(t) = G’P(T - t)x(t) and 
p* =o. W 
APPENDIX B. PROOFS FOR THE INFINITE-HORIZON CASE 
The results found for the finite-horizon case can be extended to the 
infinite-horizon case, although that needs some more extensive calculations. 
First we will give an equivalent definition for the H, norm, which is used in 
Lemma 4.1. This result is similar to a result given in [16]. However, because 
we work with lim sup instead of limit and because we do not make assump- 
tions on the input signals to allow a frequency-domain analysis, we need to do 
more work. 
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LEMMA B.l. Let the system (1) be given. Then 
where y1 is the H, norm from w to z. 
Proof. Note that since P = 0, we only deal with deterministic signals. 
We first show that the above supremum is larger than or equal to yr. Let 
E > 0 be arbitrarily small, and choose w * E L, such that 
llz W*,Oll~ E 
_- 
llw*II; > rl” 4’ 
This clearly implies that there exists T, such that for all t > T, 
II2 w*,llllL E -- 
llw*Il;,t > ?l” 2’ 
Define 
where ~~.~~ denotes the largest singular value of a matrix. Since the input w * is 
in L,, and A is stable, it is well known that then 
x(t) = Ite A(t-7)G~.&) dr - 0 
0 
as t + 00. Using this it can be shown that there exists T, > T, such that for 
all t > T, 
teA('mT)Gw,(r) dr < +S. 
Since A is stable, it is obvious that there exists s > TX such that for all t > s 
we have 
lIeAt < +. 
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Next, we will define an input function with period s, and compute a lower 
bound for the corresponding output. Define w E fl by 
u;(ks + t) = w*(t) 
for k E N and 0 < t < s. Because w is periodic, it is easy to see that this 
function is indeed in R. We will show that Ix(ks)l < 6 for all k E N. 
Obviously this is true for k = 0 [x(O) = 01. Suppose it is true for some 
k E N. Then 
Ix((k + l)s)l = e AS+) + ~~+“SeA((k+l)~~-~)~w(t) & 
< lleAslllx(ks)l + (eAcspt)Gw*(t) dtl 
< $3 + is. 
The next step is to give a lower bound for Il~,,~Il~,k,~ for k E N: 
By applying the same step to this expression, we find in a recursive way 
This enables us to prove the result 
1 
Il%,oll2n lim=‘p ~(kll~,:Jl;,s - 2k~Kliz,,*,,lip) ~ k-m 
II& +:,s 
llz, *&s 1 IIw* II;,,, = 
IIw*Il;,s - 2 IIw*Il;,,s E 
a r: - + - + = Yl 2 - 6. 
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We used that IIw*II~,T~ G IIw*Ili,, since T, < s. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, 
this proves that the supremum is larger than or equal to yr. 
We will now show that we actually have equality. Suppose there exists w * 
such that 
II2 W*,Oll~ 
llw * 1% 
=y;+e 
for some E > 0. Let 6 > 0 be such that 6 < E/(E + 2~;). By definition of 
the lim sup there exists T, such that for all t > T, 
;llw*lli.t < (1 + S)llw*ll~. 
Moreover, there exists s > T, such that 
fllz w*,oll~,s 2 (1 - q112,*,,11FL. 
Using this we find 
Ilz,,$,s II2 w*,oll~,s 
sup 
WErJO, b-1 114, s a IIw*Il~,s 
IlQ$ 
= 2, IId; * 
Since the infinite-horizon H, norm is larger than or equal to the finite-hori- 
zon H, norm, this is a contradiction. This completes the proof. n 
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To prove that J(o) = 0 if J((Y) < M (Theorem 4.2), we need the 
following lemma: 
1 
LEMMA B.2. Ifw E 1R then lim supr ,_~,Ix(T>~’ < w for all P 2 0. 
Proof. We have 
1 T 
= lim sup 8~ 
T+m I/ 0 
eA(rmt)GW(t) dt + /TeA(T-“)Edu(t) 2 
0 
< 21im sup8$ jreACTmt)Gw( t) dt ’ 
T-CC 0 
1 2 
+ 2 lim sup kZ?r TeAcT-t)Edu(t) 
T+= 
The first term can be bounded as follows: 
1 
lim sup 8~ TeA(rrt)Gw(t) dt 
T-m 
using the fact that A is stable. Using standard properties of stochastic 
integrals, we also find 
1 2 
lim sup 8~ TeA(‘.-t)Edu( t) 
T-m 
’ TTrace E’eA’(T-t)eA(T-t)jQt = lim sup - 
T-m 
/ To 
which tends to zero, since A is stable. 
This enables us to prove Theorem 4.2 (for (Y = 1): 
THEOREM B.3. Let y: < 1, where y1 is the H, norm from w to .z. Then 
J(1) < 03 if and only if T race E’PE < 1. In that ca.seJ(l) = 0, which is (not 
uniquely) attained by w* = G’Px and p* = 0. Here P > 0 satisfies A’P + 
PA + PGG’P + C’C = 0 with A + GG’P stable. 
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Proof. We can write, using Lemma B.2 
1 
J(1) = sup limsup8T Il.z,,pllZ,r - IlWll~,r 
w, P T-m i 
+ 1 dt - x’(T)P~(T) 
= kT[2x’(t) PGw(t) 
-w’(t)w(t) - x’(t)PGG’Px(t)] dt - x’(T)Px(T) 
1 
+ @(Trace E’PE - 1). 
For the interpretation of the differentiation in the second line we again apply 
Ito’s differential rule. We get 
J(1) = sup P(Trace E’PE - 1) 
w, P 
+limsupgi[-11 w - G’P& - x’(T)Px(T)], 
T-m 
which is finite if and only if Trace E’PE < 1, and in that case we see that 
J(1) = 0, h’ h . ( t w lc IS no uniquely!) attained by w*(t) = G’Px(t) and P* = 0. 
Note that if we have inputs w* and any p > 0, then it is easy to show (follow 
the proof of Lemma B.2 with A replaced by A + GG’P and w by 0) that 
lim iffr’(T)Pr(T) = 0. 
T-m 
Therefore J(1) = 0. Any w and /3 which attain this supremum are of the 
form p * = 0 and w* = G’Px + w1 for some function wr with Ilw,llo = 0. 
H 
Now we will prove Lemma 4.4, which claims that J(a) = K(a). Again 
we take (Y = 1. 
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LEMMA B.4. Zf y: < 1, then 
J(1) = sup limsup~f(llZW,fill~,r - Ilwll~.r) - P 
w. P T-m 
= su~llz,,,ll~ - lblk - P = K(1). 
Proof. First suppose that J(1) < 00. Then, according to Theorem B.3, 
the supremum in J(1) is (not uniquely) attained by a state feedback w* = 
G’Px. This feedback results in the system 
dx(t) = (A + GG’P)x(t) dt + Edu(t), 
c* := z(t) = Cx(t), 
w*(t) = G’Px(t), 
where A + GG’P is stable. It is not very hard to show that for every p > 0 
the following limit is well defined and bounded: 
and hence 
1 
J(1) = limsup8_r(llz,,l~,~ll~,r - Il~*ll~,~) - P 
2-+m 
= lIz,*,pll~ - llw*ll2n - P. 
From this it easily follows that J(1) < K(1) if J(1) < 00. 
Now suppose J(1) = 03. Again we take w* = G’Px as input. Following 
the proof of Theorem B.3, we see that J(l) + m as P + 00 (notice that 
TraceE’PE > 1). The limit in (9) still exists, such that also K(1) + ~0 as 
P + 00. This completes the proof of J(l) < K(1). That J(l) > K(1) is trivial. 
W 
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